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In this thesis the production of low energy protons in semi-inclusive deep inelastic
neutrino scattering on nucleons and nuclei has been investigated. The free nucleon
has been used to study the hadronization process. In case of nuclear targets we have
investigated the eect of the nuclear medium on the scattering and hadronization
process and the emission of nuclear spectators.
Nucleons
The semi-inclusive cross sections for the production of slow protons o a nucleon
are expressed in terms of semi-inclusive structure functions. It has been demonstrated
that, in perturbative QCD up to order 1=Q, the latter can be factorized into a product
of a function describing the scattering o a free quark in the nucleon and a target frag-
mentation function describing the hadronization process. In this way the production
of slow fragments (target fragmentation) and fast fragments (current fragmentation)
are described in analogous fragmentation models.
In practice the modelling of the target fragmentation function depends on the type
the struck quark. To this end a distinction is made between the scattering o valence
and sea quarks. This results in two types of fragmentation functions. A diquark
fragmentation function for the diquark that remains after scattering o a valence
quark and a four-quark fragmentation function for the hadronization of the quarks
debris that remains after scattering o a sea quark.
These fragmentation functions are modelled as a product of a normalized splitting
function which determines their dynamical properties and a branching ratio which
gives the relative production rates for the various accessible nal states. The splitting
functions are chosen proportional to their counting rule estimates (linear for diquark
fragmentation and constant for four-quark fragmentation). The normalization is xed
by demanding a unit baryon multiplicity for target-like baryons.
As an alternative to the fragmentation description for scattering of sea quarks we
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have also made use of the meson-cloud model (Sullivan process). Apart from the
shape of the NN formfactor and the pion structure function this unfactorized model
has only one free parameter, the cuto . This cuto is related to the number of
sea quarks in the nucleon, a quantity which is determined in inclusive experiments.
The spin-isospin dependence of the Sullivan process has been used for estimating the
branching ratios for the four-quark fragmentation function.
The predicted semi-inclusive cross sections have been compared with neutrino and
antineutrino data for proton and neutron targets. It was found that for a neutron
target the data are qualitatively reproduced when appropriate branching ratios are
chosen for the diquark and four-quark fragmentation functions. The main discrepancy
with the experiment is found in the low momentum part of the spectrum, for which
the proton production is underestimated. The available proton data do not allow for
a detailed comparison because of lack of an absolute normalization.
Nuclei
The nuclear eects involved are the Fermi motion and binding of the struck nucleon
and the emission of nuclear spectators due to ground state correlations in the target
nucleus. The Fermi motion and binding have been incorporated by generalizing the
convolution formalism to semi-inclusive scattering. In the impulse approximation the
nuclear cross section is fully determined by the convolution function f(y), the form of
which for high momenta is strongly dependent on the nuclear wave function and also
the form of dynamics that is used.
For a general nucleus (A > 2) the cross section for spectator emission is described
by a generalization f(y; ) of the convolution function which depends on the momen-
tum of the struck and the detected nucleon. For the deuteron (A = 2) this function is
equal to the conventional convolution function. Because the momentum distribution
of the emitted spectators is proportional to f(y) it provides direct information on the
wave function and the validity of the convolution formalism.
The experiment on the deuteron as discussed in Chap. 5 allowed a unique identi-
cation of backward spectators, excluding those involved in a nal state interaction, was
possible. This allowed a direct comparison with the impulse approximation prediction.
However, the data are not yet accurate enough to exclude any possible combination
of the form of dynamics and wave function.
The experimentally observed softening (dilution) of the normalized ratio as a func-
tion of x of events with and without slow protons when going from a nucleon to a
deuteron target is mainly caused by the emission of nuclear spectators and not by the
Fermi motion of the struck nucleon.
The role of nal state interactions in semi-inclusive scattering on a nucleus has been
studied using the correlated Glauber theory which takes into account the ground state
correlations of the target nucleus. A number of extreme models have been applied to
investigate the inuence of the pre-hadronization (string) cross section, the formation
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time, the multiplicity of the produced fragments, and the (in)coherence of the nal
state interactions of the individual fragments.
In comparison with the data for a deuteron target it was found that incoherent
rescattering of the produced particles in combination with a zero formation time yields
too large a rescattering probability. On the other hand, the combination of a zero cross
section for the interaction of the string, a formation time as given by the VENUS code
and a maximum coherence yields too small a value for the rescattering probability as
well as a too strong x-dependence. These two observations suggest that it is unrealistic
to assume that the struck nucleon does not interact before hadronization. Furthermore,
the assumption of maximum coherence may be too naive; i.e. eectively more than
one fragment participates in the nal state interaction.
Unfortunately the low statistics of the present available data for the deuteron do
not allow for a precise analysis in both x and Q
2
. Therefore, it is not possible to make
a denite statement as to which description of the nal state interaction is the most
realistic.
As a result of the small rescattering probability (12% for the deuteron) the observed
spectrum of backward protons is a useful tool in studying the convolution formalism
and the deuteron wave function.
Outlook
Although it has been found that a relatively simple model for hadronization and the
convolution model are able to adequately explain the experimental cross sections a
number of open problems have emerged from this investigation. Also there are some
suggestions for experiments that may shed light on the validity of the models used in
this thesis.
Factorization and hadronization
More detailed information about the applicability of factorization and the fragmenta-
tion model for slow fragments can only be fully tested by comparing with new high
statics data binned in x and Q
2
for both a proton and neutron target. Furthermore,
the measurement of the polarization of isobar resonances after scattering o a polarized
target can provide information on the eect of the initial spin-isospin wave function
on the branching ratios, as well as the applicability of the meson-cloud model [99].
Although the meson cloud model has been successful both for describing the pro-
duction of slow protons and for calculating quantities such as the Gottfried sum
rule [55, 56, 64] further work is needed to test the validity of the model. In partic-
ular the possible overlap of the parton model of the nucleon (with valence- and sea
quarks and gluons) and the meson cloud description is of interest.
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Nuclear eects
The validity of the convolution model and the various available deuteron wave func-
tions may be tested by a careful measurement of the backward spectator nucleons with












for bound nucleons with a denite light-cone momentum. For this, light nuclei such
as
4
He are useful since in a reaction like
l +A! l
0
+ (A  2) + p + X
the role of nal state interactions is minimized. Also it is one of the simplest nuclei to
study the two-body spectral function.
The most obvious way to study the role of nal state interactions is to determine
the x and Q
2
dependence of the rescattering probability for broad range of nuclei.
This may enable us to disentangle the respective eects of the formation time and
multiplicity in the particular hadronization model used.
The presence of excess pions in a nucleus is suggested by nuclear binding. However,




which is sensitive to
the anti-quark content of the nucleus. Alternatively, the meson content of the nucleus










In this case it is unlikely that a composite nucleus survives in its ground state after
the scattering on one of the nucleons.
In summary, the semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering is a powerful tool to study
both the hadronization and nuclear processes.
